
"FUKIMODOSHI" around the world

 

Awajishima old-fashioned toy factory/hands-on workshop

Japan
America
Spain
Brazil
China
Taiwan

“FUKIMODOSHI” others・・・Makitori/Makibue/PiropiroBue/pi-hyarabue/hebibue

Blowouts others・・・

Apparently when translated directly, 
it means “mother-in-law killer”. Scary, isn't it?

(Apparently it means “mother’s tongue” .)

(When you blow it, the dragon straightens out!?) he character of “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO”
“FUKUNEKO” Fortune (Blowing) cat

By car

Higashiura I.C. ➡  About 8 minutes

Hokudan I.C.    ➡  About 16 minutes

Kobe Airport   ➡  About 55 minutes

Kansai I.A.       ➡  About 1 h 50 minutes

Sumoto City     ➡  About 40 minutes

Kobe City         ➡  About 45 minutes

Osaka City      ➡  About 1 h 20 minutes

By bus
Express Bus(Via Honshinii Bus Stop)

Shin Kobe Station→ Approx. 1 h10 minutes

Sannomiya Bus Terminal→Approx. 55 minutes by bus
Express Maiko→Approx. 25 minutes by bus  

Express Bus Ooiso (via Higashiura Bus Terminal Bus Stop)

Express Maiko→Approx. 15 minutes by bus
  Honshinii→

(Approx. 12 minutes from the east, get off at
 Kouchi Bus Stop, approx. 5 minute walk)

Higashiura Bus
Terminal 

Awa jin Awa Hime Bus
Awa jin Awa Hime Bus (community bus)　
“FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO” Bus Stop (during operation time) Very close
（Kouchi Bus Stop Approx. 5 minute walk）

Sannomiya →Approx. 45 minutes by bus
Station Approx. 20

minute walk Approx. 8 minutes
by taxi
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Regarding Hands-on
workshop

*If you wish to just shop, please
 visit the official store “YUME NO HAMA”

Hours of
Operation

January 1st 
Holiday

Admission
Fee
Including Hands-on 
Workshop Fee

Child 300 yen

Adult 500 yen

Individual No reservation 
required

Group
Reservation required 
for groups of more
than 20 people or 
those arriving by bus

*Large bus parking available 
 for 4 buses

For availability, 
please apply

 by FAX
Application can be 
downloaded from 

the WEB

FUKIMODOSHI  NO SATO Co.,Ltd. 333-1Kouchi, Awaji City, Hyogo Prefecture, 656-2323333-1Kouchi, Awaji City, Hyogo Prefecture, 656-2323

To/from Akashi Kaikyo BridgeTo/from Akashi Kaikyo Bridge

To/From IwayaTo/From Iwaya

About 8 minutes from 
Higashiura I.C.
About 8 minutes from 
Higashiura I.C.
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Hokudan Earthquake 
Memorial Park
Hokudan Earthquake 
Memorial Park

Toshima
Honshinii Bus StopHonshinii Bus Stop

Hyogo Prefectural 
Awaji High School
Hyogo Prefectural 
Awaji High School

Hokudan I.C.Hokudan I.C.

Prefectural Route 71

Prefectural Route 71

Kuruma

Road Station
Higashiura 
Terminal Park

Sales of various kinds
of souvenirs

Heisei HospitalHeisei Hospital

Payment by various credit cards, QR codes, and electronic money are accepted.
推荐使用

( (

吹龍 (Blown dragon)、吹巻 (Blow and winding)

 (3 years old to junior high school student) 

(high school students and older)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　   “Party Blowouts”,  “Party horn”,  “Party Blowers”
                                         “Paper Blowers” ,  “Party Noisemakers”

FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO

MATASUEGRAS

LINGUA-DE-SOGRA

http://www.fb.com/fukimodosihttp://www.fukimodosi.org http://www.fb.com/fukimodosihttp://www.fukimodosi.org

“YUME NO HAMA”

2018.12.04



What is a “FUKIMODOSHI” ?

After putting it in your mouth and blowing it stretches out straight, 
then rolls back. It is an old toy from old days in Japan.

When you say old days, how long ago?

It seems that they were first made in Japan in the early 1900s, but I am not sure 
exactly when. However, they are well-known all over Japan from the olden days in 
festival shops or as a special gift with picture-storybooks.

Do other parts of the world have “FUKIMODOSHI” ?

In the west, they are customary at birthday or Christmas parties.
Also, the “FUKIMODOSHI” at “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO” (previously called “YAHATA 
KOUNDO” ) became known as BLOWOUTS in the1960s and 1970s when they were
exported around the world to America, Canada, Europe, Russia, Brazil, and such.

The blowouts at “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO” use materials and parts from Japan, 
and they are fine products because they are handmade by the people of 
Awajishima.In addition, there are various interesting types of blowouts such as 
those for medical care, nursing care, beauty care, and more that are only made 
here at “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO”

Are the “FUKIMODOSHI(Blowouts)” at “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO” different from other Blowouts?

Featured Products
Even with such a simple toy that you blow and it rolls back, there are so many kinds!

Extra long blowout (includes 3)
600yen

Rock, Scissors, Peeew!
600yen

Beard and glassesBeard and glasses
600yen

Supersized at about twice as long 
(about 80cm) as a normal blowout!!

Hell’ s Peeew
1200yen

The ultimate blowout. You can join up to 
19 of them together.

Before you blow, it's rock. If you blow just a little, 
it's scissors. And if you give it a strong puff, it's paper.

1-2-3 set
600yen
If one comes out, it's an elephant's nose.
If two come out, they are rabbit ears.
If three come out...?

Play tricks on anyone! When you turn around,
 you will be super popular!

*All prices do not include sales tax

At “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO”, anyone can get a tour of the factory and get a hands-on 
experience making your own.Why don't you have some fun with your own self-made 

blowout? (Workshop time 30-60 minutes)

1.Entrance 2. 3.

6. Leaving4.
After completing your blowout, we will show
you two tricks (fun ways to blow) to do with it.
Definitely give it a try!

5.
You can enjoy special blowout that are not 
for sale or play games using blowout.
You can also purchase souvenir blowout
in the shopping corner.

Take lots of blowout and memories 
home with you.

Once you have selected your parts, you can 
start making your own blowout! Each person can 
make up to 6.

Welcome to “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO” !
Admission fee (including hands-on workshop) 
can be paid at the reception desk.
Let's try making an original blowout!

First, the staff will explain how to make one. 
(In some cases, the explanation will be by a video)
Then choose your favorite color, paper design,
cylinder, and such.

Factory tour, shopping

Explanation & 
Part Selection Blowout Assembly

Introduction of Tricks

Pew Pew Soccer Special blowoutSpecial blowout

Score a goal with a blowout and a ball! There are many blowout only available here! Enjoy them all!

 our net shop “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO” Direct Sales
Souvenir shop “YUME NO HAMA”

657 Ura, Awaji-shi, Hyogo Prefecture Michi no Eki Terminal Park
Parking Area: Free*When crowded, Higashiura Bus Terminal 
Parking Area (2 Hours Free)

Others, mass sales shops, 
toy stores, etc.

"FUKIMODOSHI"?

Buy a“FUKIMODOSHI(Blowouts)”?Buy a“FUKIMODOSHI(Blowouts)”?
At “FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO”, we sell various products including interesting goods, health goods, hands-on DIY sets, etc. 

In addition to our sales corner, you can purchase our products from our net shop, 
souvenir shops around Awajishima, and other stores throughout the country.

Hands-on workshop“FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO”Hands-on workshop“FUKIMODOSHI NO SATO”

超ロング吹き戻し
CHO RONGU FUKIMODOSHI

ヒゲめがね
HIGE MEGANE

地獄のピーヒャラ
ZIGOKU NO PI-HYARA

1・2・3 セット
1・2・3 SETTO

じゃんけんピーヒャラ
JANKEN PI-HYARA


